Precise mechanical systems provide fast, accurate tool changeover.

FORM TOOL COMPONENTS & ACCESSORIES

- Cone Locator Cartridges
- Scrap Chopper Bars
- Titan Sheet Clamps
- Indexing Buttons
- Peening Hammer

RAW MATERIALS

- Syntactic Foam Plug-Assist Materials
- Rapid-Cycle Heat Sink Compound
- Silicone Cord
- Metapor Mold Material

Scrap Chopper Bars

Four times the life!
Scrap chopper bars for punch & die tooling. Use standardized precision-ground chopper bars with four usable cutting edges! Get four times the life before regrinding.

- Manufactured from heat-treated steel (RC 58-60)
- Precision ground on all six surfaces
- Dowel location to .0002"
- Combine 6" and 7" chopper bars to accommodate any web width

Catalog # | Description               | Price  |
-----------|---------------------------|--------|
PDCHP6     | 6" Scrap Chopper Bar      | $500   |
PDCHP7     | 7" Scrap Chopper Bar      | $525   |